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Aggregating and correlating all the data points necessary to 
make informed prioritization and remediation decisions for 
vulnerabilities is not only a headache for analysts and engineers, 
but isn’t fast enough to keep up with the business. With 
thousands, or even millions, of vulnerabilities in your environment, 
you need more insight to make confident decisions about what to 
fix first, without hiring hundreds of analysts. Further, other “black 
box” approaches to risk scoring force teams to make decisions 
without understanding the rationale behind them.

Lack of actionable, real-time threat intelligence alongside 
application and network vulnerability data. 

The Nucleus Mandiant partnership makes it possible to quickly 
see all threat data for any vulnerability in your org.
Nucleus now enriches all vulnerability data using enterprise 
class vulnerability and threat intelligence powered by Mandiant, 
at no additional cost to Nucleus customers. By combining 
the aggregation, analytics, and vulnerability management 
orchestration capabilities within Nucleus with the insight and 
intelligence provided from Mandiant, teams can accelerate 
the prioritization and triage process using automation at scale 
to rapidly make confident decisions and accurately assess 
risk. Nucleus combines all the asset info, vulnerability data 
from scanning tools, and now threat intel into one platform 
to eliminate laborious manual data analysis and accelerate 
decision-making and prioritization.

MANDIANT

INTEGRATION

HOW IT’S USED

Accelerate prioritization and response with integrated 
threat and vulnerability intelligence from Mandiant—
included free with all Nucleus subscriptions. 

Advanced vulnerability 
analysis, triage, and 
prioritization informed 
by the latest Mandiant 
vulnerability research.

Continuous monitoring 
of vulnerability 
exploitation activity 
targeting your industry, 
associated with known 
threat actors targeting 
your organization.

Automated response 
workflows based on 
Mandiant expert risk 
ratings, exploitation 
activity, or any 
combination of provided 
vulnerability, threat, or 
asset information.

Nucleus correlates Mandiant 
threat and vulnerability intel 

with all enterprise vulnerability 
and scan results, enabling:
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Mandiant threat intelligence in Nucleus enables 
vulnerability analysts to quickly determine which 
vulnerabilities impacting their organization:

The Mandiant threat intel feed within Nucleus is provided 
to Nucleus subscribers at no additional cost or third-party 
license requirement. Existing threat intel feeds can still be 
imported to Nucleus to supplement organizational data.

Are considered Critical by Mandiant analysts

Are being actively exploited in the wild

Are being exploited by malware

Are trivial to exploit

Are zero-day vulnerabilities  

Nucleus Dashboard with Threat Intel Insights.

No Added Cost. No New License to Buy.

INTEGRATION

Mandiant Threat Intel gives 
unparalleled visibility and 
expertise into threats that 
matter to your business 

right now. The intelligence 
is compiled by over 300 
security and intelligence 

individuals across 22 
countries, researching via 

undercover adversarial 
pursuits, incident forensics, 

malicious infrastructure 
reconstructions and actor 
identification processes 
that comprise the deep 

knowledge embedded in 
the Mandiant Intel Grid.

FIX WHAT MATTERS MOST — 
CUSTOMIZED TO YOU.
With full access to Mandiant vulnerability intelligence within 
Nucleus, correlated to your vulnerability data, you can build 
vulnerability prioritization and response playbooks informed 
by leading vulnerability researchers and analysts. Nucleus 
operationalizes threat intel in the context of your organization 
and alongside all other known asset and vulnerability scan 
data, with clear, quantifiable metrics to report progress and 
results to senior leadership — creating a single source of truth 
for your vulnerability management activities.


